The California

association of
student leaders

your work is important...

Dear Advisor,

The undeniable capacity to enact positive and sustainable change students possess is often
overlooked and undervalued. Therefore, the potential students contain to promote and cultivate social
ov
good never comes to fruition. As a student, I saw a lack of student voice on my campus as an injustice
to everyone impacted by the education system, so I decided to amplify my voice as well as my peers’
by joining student council. This seemingly simple but surely courageous decision to serve as an
advocate for my peers and change-maker on my campus single-handedly shaped me into the person
and leader I am today by allowing me to harness my passion and drive toward creating an impact
greater than myself.
As a lifelong learner and believer in the power of knowledge, I sought further resources in regards
to student leadership on a greater scale. Looking to maximize my impact and gain further
development as a student leader, I became involved with the California Association of Student
Leaders. From attending leadership opportunities through CASL to fulﬁlling a regional director
position on the CASL State Board, I have never felt more equipped to serve for the greater good
passionately, intentionally, and eﬀectively.
I am eternally grateful to my middle school ASB advisor, who ignited my passion to serve others
and helped me realize my purpose. She introduced me to CASL and allowed me the unforgettable
opportunity to attend the CASL State Conference in 2014. At this conference, I was immersed into
opportunit
student leadership at the statewide level for the very ﬁrst time. Though timid at ﬁrst, I ventured out of
my comfort zone and found myself in a community of like-minded and inclusive individuals. The
innovative ideas, thought-provoking leadership lessons, and lifelong connections I gained from the
CASL State Conference surpassed those of any leadership development opportunity I had ever
partaken in, fortifying my pure love for leadership and inspiring me to continue taking action on my
campus.
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My middle school ASB advisor provided me with mentorship, a positive inﬂuence, and
opportunities that shaped me into the leader and person I am today, and for that I am perpetually
thankful. From the bottom of my heart and on behalf of your students, thank you for your unfettered
support of student voice and student activities. I eagerly anticipate meeting you and your students at
the 2018 CASL State Conference!
With gratitude,
Jasmine Colak
CASL State President

... And we want to help
Dear Advisor,
It is no secret the most successful schools invest in their students’ whole lives, both in and out of
the classroom. Years of research in education have proven the eﬀectiveness of student leadership
programs to increase overall student engagement and academic achievement while improving
individual students’ sense of self-worth, pro-social behaviors, work ethic, and future educational
attainment.
As California’s official representative body for student leaders, our interest is to serve you to the
best of our ability to provide this for every student on your campus. We also know recent studies
observed California schools of varied demographics and found diﬀerences in achievement gaps can
often be mediated by addressing “opportunity gaps.” One way to do this is with connecting students:
disenfranchised students, the researchers found, become more successful in the classroom when
they are given opportunities to build relationships with teachers and peers in a supportive
environment. We believe the CASL Conference provides such a place for your agents of change to
practi
practice building these connections, and more importantly, learn new ways to connect to others on the
campus so they return with the purpose of why this is so vital, in addition to the mastery of many
leadership skills to make the vision a reality. Our goal is to make a lasting impact on them so they will
continue to implement all they learned at the CASL Conference throughout their Middle School and
High School careers and beyond, providing this generation an opportunity to become the best leaders
possible.
We would like to thank you for the support you have given them thus far, and will continue to do so
as they return to the campus with much enthusiasm and many new strategies to move the campus
culture forward with you on the team.
Our curriculum for the conference this year, The CASL Start Up…Do Good Better, will focus on
eﬀective altruism, a philosophy and social movement that applies evidence and reason to determine
the most eﬀective ways to beneﬁt others. It encourages individuals to consider all causes and actions
and to act in the way that brings about the greatest positive impact. It is a broad, evidence-based
approach which we are excited to share with the student leaders of California.
Sincerely,
Sandra Kurland, M.Ed.
CADA/CASL LDC
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Growing great leaders

2GTUQPCNCPFưCEVKECN#FXCPEGOGPVHǃ5VWFGPV.GCFGTU
At the CASL State Conference, student leaders are given the opportunity
to expand their horizons when it comes to their capabilities in cultivating
a positive and inclusive school culture. Here, all students feel they have
an equal chance at making their voice heard. From workshops led by
professionally-trained presenters to awe-inspiring keynote speakers and
everything in between, students will return
from the CASL State Conference to their
campuses feeling inspired and equipped to
shape a more positive campus for their
peers.

Statewide networking

5JCTKPI+FGCU#ETQUU%CNKHǃPKCCPF$G[QPF
One of the primary functions of the CASL State Conference is to provide
outlets for students to engage in networking. During Interstate Sessions,
a cooperative environment is produced through intentional networking
groups comprised of students from all over California and sometimes,
visiting states and nations. A trained facilitator will lead these groups in
activities aimed at discussion oriented ideasharing. Through the various structured
networking opportunities the CASL State
Conference oﬀers, students return to their
campuses with innovative ideas and fresh
p
perspectives on how to increase their
school’s climate and improve its culture.
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Student-Led Workshops

.GCTPKPIHTQO2GGTU9JQoXG$GGPƴGTGPF5WEEGGFGF
Every student has faced challenges in their leadership careers, and those who
haven’t yet will most deﬁnitely face them soon. At the CASL State Conference,
your student leaders can learn from students just like them who have faced
difficulties and discovered strategies for success. Elected and appointed
members of the CASL State Board who have been professionally trained in
presentation skills will teach 30-minute workshops on topics ranging from
event publicity and personal time management to staying
motivated and dedicated in the most trying times.
Professionals from outside organizations will also join the
CASL State Conference team of presenters to contribute
their knowledge and experiences for students
who are ready for more advanced material, creating a
well-rounded and relatable conference curriculum for all.

Service Learning

ƘRN[KPI-PQYNGFIGCPF/QXKPI$G[QPF1WTUGNXGU
A hallmark of the CASL State Conference is the yearly Service Learning. A
committee of state board members meet together to design unique
opportunities for the delegates at the state conference to give back locally
(to the community hosting the conference) and globally. In the past, service
‘
projects have included hosting a Senior Ball for elderly
community members, reading stories to elementary school
students, creating coloring book for hospital-bound children,
and raising money for water wells in developing nations.
“Good leaders must ﬁrst become good servants.”
-Robert Greenleaf
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Intriguing
$POWFSTF

Learn to conduct yourself with conﬁdence and poise using a combination of leadership values and acting techniques
with the intent of getting worth and giving worth.

+BTNJOFDPMBL

Everyone has a leader within them. Join me as we discover how to shed the layers we put on for society while
reigniting the passion for selﬂessly serving others we hold within us.

Professionals
Every student leader has a worthwhile and impactful idea to share. At the CASL State
Conference, all delegates are encouraged to share these ideas with their peers by
applying to be a Meet the Pros Presenter. If selected, presenters will have the
opportunity to present their own session to groups of about 12 other student leaders
who are eager to expand their leadership knowledge. In addition to gaining valuable
experience, presenters will receive a commemorative certiﬁcate, t-shirt, and will be
able to say they have been officially accredited
to present at the statewide level by CASL!

The CASL State Conference is unique from other student leadership conferences in
that it is planned and executed by a thoughtful and hardworking team of student
leaders. Your students have the opportunity to join the team and create their own
impact by applying and running for the CASL State Board. Directors on the board
receive leadership training from professionals in the ﬁeld and travel the state to
present at CADA/CASL events leading up
to the CASL State Conference in the spring.
Elec
Elected positions for Regional/Freshmen
Directors are available as well as appointed
positions for students skilled in media
creation and design.

Applications for the 2018 State
Board are due February 9, 2018

Outstanding Leadership Program Award

#%JCPIGQH5EGPGT[
Between student-led workshops, local and statewide networking sessions, Meet the
Pros, elections, and all of the other learning opportunities at the conference, student
leaders need some time to relax and just enjoy each other's company. This year, USA
Student Travel/ WorldStrides will take students
to SpeedZone for Go-Karts, mini golf, and
dinner followed by a fan favorite dance.

Top 10 things to know
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The registration price includes all expenses: hotel for two nights, all meals
while attending the conference, the oﬀsite activity transportation and entry
fees as well as all giveaways upon registration (name badges, programs,
folders, T-shirts, and special surprise giveaway items).
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For those traveling by plane, free hotel shuttles that run approximately every 15
minutes will be available upon your arrival. Additionally, vehicles for hire (Uber,
Lyft, taxi, etc.) will be available and average $10.00 depending upon the size of
your delegation.
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Upon arrival at the DoubleTree, expect to be greeted with big smiles and
boundless energy by our CASL team! Registration directors will be clearly
identiﬁable to ensure the process is quick and easy. If your student is
presenting a Meet the Pros or running for the State Board, they will need to
continue to the designated area to complete their registration.
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CASL apparel and the conference merchandise will be available for purchase
during registration and eating times.
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Due to staggered arrival times, lunch will be independent on the ﬁrst day of the
conference; we are happy to provide you with several delicious local
suggestions. Also during registration we are excited to oﬀer several activities
and inﬂatables to be utilized before the event kicks oﬀ!
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Appa
Apparel: Please encourage your delegates to wear comfortable clothing
throughout the conference as we are very active in most sessions. School
T-shirts are encouraged to show your school pride, and a special CASL
Conference T-shirt will be given to every delegate upon registration. You may
want to bring a light jacket for our oﬀ-site activity.

F
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Service Learning: Because it’s always about giving back, we will continue our
tradition of the Service Learning. Delegates will walk away with a new
idea/program to bring back to their school, in order to start a chain reaction of
servant leadership!
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Be sure to visit the presidential suite set up for advisors to network with other
advisors and have a quiet place to snack and drink a soda or two. Also please
make plans to attend the advisors meeting. Here, you will receive important
things such as the oﬀsite event tickets.
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Workshops will soon be posted online and we will once again make sure your
delegates are given the opportunity to attend a variety of workshops with their
prearranged tickets. It is ideal of course to cover as many diﬀerent workshops
as possible in order to bring many diﬀerent ideas back to your campus. We are
excited to also be oﬀering a special workshop for your President (or a
representative) to empower them to lead the way through the conference as
well as a special workshop for candidates running for the Board. Both of these
tic
tickets will be included in your ticket packets.
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Encourage your students to maintain a positive spirit throughout the entire
conference, network as much as possible with students from others schools
and enjoy this amazing opportunity you have provided them.

5VKNN*CXG3WGUVKQPUI
'PSRVFTUJPOTBCPVU

$"%"$"4-NFNCFSTIJQ
PSDPOGFSFODFSFHJTUSBUJPO 
DPOUBDU$"%"$"4-$FOUSBM
5FMFQIPOF  64&$"%"]  
&NBJMJOGP!DBEBPSH

'PSHFOFSBMJOGPSNBUJPO
BCPVU$"4-ũTQSPHSBNT 
DPOUBDU4BOESB,VSMBOE
5FMFQIPOF  
&NBJMTBOESBLVSMBOE!DBTMCPBSEDPN
leadership@cada1.org

'PSGVOESBJTJOHJEFBT
BOEPUIFSSFTPVSDFT
WJTJUVTPOUIFXFC
XXXDBTMCPBSEDPN
XXXDBTMPSH
5XJUUFS*OTUBHSBN!$"4-GBO
'BDFCPPLDPN$"4-GBO
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For only $25 per student, CADA? CASL will bring a day-long,
research-based, interctive leadership training to your student leaders
and their peers at local schools.Led by experts with more
than 10,000 hours in leadership training experience, Leadership
Development Days provide oportunities for elementary, middle, and
high school students to become inspired to change the world. The
day long event utilizes experiential activities to unite students,
enrich group dynamics, and establish life long skills. The curriculum
is centered around the values of team building, communicating,
learning through experience and evaluation, involving students,
using individual strengths, risk taking, and positive involvement!
Visit www.cada1.org/ldd
to find a Leadership Development Day near you or
to host one at your school contact:
Sandra Kurland
(619) 957-9107
leadership@cada1.org

Need CASL swag?
$IFDLPVU0VSTUPSFBUDBTMCPBSEDPN
4XFBUTIJSU


7JOUBHFUFFT
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'BOOZ1BDL


4FFXIBUUIFTUVEFOUTPG$BMJGPSOJBIBWFUP
TBZBCPVUUIFFWFOUTIPTUFECZ$"4-$"%"
ū.ZFYQFSJFODFTBUUIF$BMJGPSOJB"TTPDJBUJPOPG
4UVEFOU-FBEFSTXFSFNPSFUIBOPVUMPPL
DIBOHJOH UIFZXFSFMJGFDIBOHJOHŬ
ƦCEG*GTPCPFG\/KFFNG5EJQQN&GNGICVG
ū*IBEBOBNB[JOHFYQFSJFODFBUDBTM
JUXBTHSFBUMFBSOJOHBCPVUBEWPDBDZBOE
OFXMFBEFSTIJQUFDIOJRVFTXIJMFIBWJOH
MPUTPGGVOBUUIFTBNFUJNFŬ

ūEVSJOHNZUJNFBUUIFDBTMQSPHSBNJOTBO
KPTFUIJTTQSJOH JDPOOFDUFEXJUIGFMMPX
TUVEFOUTXIPGFFMUIFTBNFXBZJEPBCPVU
MFBEFSTIJQQBTTJPOBUF)BWJOHBUUFOEFE
UXPDPOGFSFODFTJBNIBQQZUPTBZUIBU
JIBWFIBEBGBOUBTUJDUJNFBUFBDIPOFŬ
%TKUVKPCƶWLKNNQ*KIJ5EJQQN&GNGICVG

-GKXCP)QNEJKPK*KIJ5EJQQN&GNGICVG

+PJOUIF$"4-'BNJMZ
GPMMPX
!$"4-'"/
BOE7JTJU
DBEBPSH
$BTMCPBSEDPNBOE
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QBSLBWFOVF TVJUFD
TPRVFM D"

FEBRUARY 2, 2018
MARCH 7, 2018
We have historically sold out three
weeks ahead of the registration
deadline so please plan accordingly.

